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Graceful Wicked Masques is a great read, with excellent comics and art. Mechanically there are

some bumps. If you are running an Exalted game or want to play a Fair Folk, this book is a

necessity. It will take time to sink in and there may be unanswered questions. The Fair Folk

constitute the oldest and most persistent threat to Creation, but the shaped Fair Folk are not

necessarily enemies of reality. Many seek shelter from their unshaped brethren in stability of the

shaped world. Our games have had a number of players play Fair Folk characters and it can add a

lot to a story. They can keep up with Celestial Exalted for the most part, even if they plateau earlier.

If you are not an Exalted player, you may have a hard time following mechanical discussions but

there is a lot to the book beyond that. You may also want to read the Compass of Celestial

Directions: The Wyld as a companion to this book. It is also more readable and more useful for

fantasy fans unfamiliar with Exalted.

bad editing and very rules system

I really loved this book a lot. I did not play Exalted first, so besides the main rule book, this is my first

exposure to the Fair Folk and the Wyld. For me it described the raksha/fey/fair folk very well, helping

a player and Storyteller alike to understand their weird and alien natures while being given the

chance to play out their tales, and run a game exclusively from the Fair Folk's point of view. I really



like the artwork, especially the cover, though as mentioned by another reviewer it seems less than

other books. For me, though the content brings this book up to 5 stars.

loved this book it describes the raksha in great detail; allowing us to understand their alien natures

while being given the chance to act out their stories. the rules however differ very little from the last

edition and unless your going to play in creation you could just use the rules from Exalted: The Fair

Folk. Artwork is great if a little light compared to the other Exalted books

I bought the book for my sonin law and he has not but it down since he got the book. He says he

really likes the book

This book is excellent. It's well-written, and offers an entirely new and twisted perspective on the

world of Exalted.
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